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 With terrible, vengeful slowness, a wracked 

figure pulled itself up from darkness, and a 

half-skull peered at me. Beetles crawled over 

the fleshless forehead. A rotted cassock clung 

to the askew hollows of mouldered collarbones. 

Only the eyes lived – red, insane pits that 

glared at me with more than lunacy; they glared 

with the empty life of the pathless wastes 

beyond the edges of the Universe. 

 It came to take me down to darkness. 

 That was when I fled screeching, leaving 

the body of my lifelong friend unheeded in that 

place of dread. I ran until the air seemed to 

burst like magma in my lungs and brain. I ran 

until I had gained this possessed and tainted 

house again, and my room, where I collapsed and 

have lain like a dead man until today. I ran 

because even in my crazed state, and even in 

the shattered ruin of that dead-yet-animated 

shape, I had seen the family resemblance. Yet 

not of Philip or of Robert, whose likenesses 

hang in an upstairs gallery. That rotted visage 

belonged to James Boone, Keeper of the Worm! 

 

This passage from the finale of Stephen King’s short 

story Jerusalem’s Lot requires little introduction, but it is 
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a more than worthy excerpt to demonstrate this modern 

master’s approach to Lovecraftian horror. 

Read aloud the introductory paragraph, and feel how 

your speech instantly slows – perhaps your voice even 

deepens – as every syllable demands its own moment. 

But that’s only the beginning, as the raving insanity 

builds and explodes. 

In construction, King begins with the slow rising of the 

monstrous entity – the embodiment of dread, unhurried, 

endless, as it comes into reality. His description is 

terrifically evocative, yet focused entirely on the most 

prominent aspects of the creature. 

This introduction reaches its climax with the narrator’s 

acknowledgment of what awaits him, and then the 

switch to panic happens almost immediately. 

Note the repetition... I ran, I ran, I ran... like a 

thundering drum roll building to a monstrous crescendo. 

And then the crescendo is delivered – its maddening 

effect on the narrator given additional weight by the 

author’s use of italic type.  

This kind of horrific encounter followed by the terrible 

realization of tainted legacy – see how everything 

around our protagonist appears defiled in his 

perspective, including himself – is a characteristic 

climactic mechanism of Lovecraft, and clearly evocative 

of his style. 


